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Abstract 

In this paper, the notions of pairwise fuzzy regular G -sets and pairwise fuzzy regular F -

sets are introduced and by means of pairwise fuzzy regular G -sets, the concept of pairwise 

weak fuzzy P-spaces, is introduced and studied. Several characterizations of pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-spaces are obtained and the conditions under which pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces 

become pair wise fuzzy Baire spaces and pair wise fuzzy second category spaces, are established. 

1. Introduction 

In order to deal with uncertainties, the idea of fuzzy sets, fuzzy set 

operations was introduced by L. A. Zadeh [17] in his classical paper in the 

year 1965. The potential of fuzzy notion was realized by the researchers and 

has successfully been applied in all branches of Mathematics. The concepts of 

fuzzy topology was defined by C. L. Chang [3] in the year 1968. The paper of 

Chang paved the way for the subsequent tremendous growth of the numerous 

fuzzy topological concepts. Since then, much attention has been paid to 

generalize the basic concepts of general topology in fuzzy setting and thus a 

modern theory of fuzzy topology has been developed. 

In 1989, the concepts of regular G -sets was introduced by J. Mack [5]. A. 
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Kandil [4] introduced the concept of fuzzy bitopological spaces as a 

generalization of fuzzy topological spaces. The concept of pairwise fuzzy        

P-spaces was introduced by G. Thangaraj and V. Chandiran in [12]. In this 

paper the notions of pairwise fuzzy regular G -sets and pairwise fuzzy 

regular F -sets are introduced and by means of these concepts, the notion of 

pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces, is introduced and studied. In this paper 

several characterizations of pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces, are studied and 

the conditions under which pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces become pair wise 

fuzzy Baire spaces and pair wise fuzzy second category spaces, are 

established. 

It is also established that the pair wise fuzzy regular G -sets in pair wise 

weak fuzzy P-spaces are pair wise fuzzy somewhere dense sets. It is 

established that if the fuzzy bitopological space is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-

space, then the pairwise fuzzy weakly regular Lindelofness of the 

bitopological space implies the pairwise fuzzy almost regular Lindelofness of 

the bitopological space and vice-versa. 

2. Preliminaries 

In order to make the exposition self-contained, some basic notions and 

results used in the sequel are given. In this work by ( )TX,  or simply by X, 

we will denote a fuzzy topological space due to Chang (1968). Let X be a non-

empty set and I, the unit interval [0, 1]. A fuzzy set  in X is a function from 

X into I. The null set X0  is the function from X into I which assumes only the 

value 0 and the whole fuzzy set X1  is the function from X into I which takes 

1 only. By a fuzzy bitopological space (Kandil, [4]) we mean an ordered triple 

( ),,, 21 TTX  where 1T  and 2T  are fuzzy topologies on the non-empty set X. 

Definition 2.1[3]. Let  and  be fuzzy sets in X. Then, for all ,Xx    

(i) ( ) ( ),xx ==   

(ii) ( ) ( ),xx    

(iii) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,max xxx ==   
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(iv) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,min xxx ==  

(v) ( ) ( ).1 xxc −==  

For a family  Iii   of fuzzy sets in ( ),, TX  the union ( )ii =  and 

intersection ( ),ii =  are defined respectively as 

(vi) ( )  ( ) ,sup Xxxx ii =  

(vii) ( )  ( ) .inf Xxxx ii =  

Definition 2.2[1]. Let ( )TX,  be a fuzzy topological space and  be any 

fuzzy set in ( )., TX  The interior and the closure of  are defined respectively 

as follows: 

(i) ( )  T= ,int  and 

(ii) ( )  .1, Tcl −=  

Lemma 2.1[1]. For a fuzzy set  of a fuzzy topological space X, 

(i) ( ) ( ),11 −=− ClInt  

(ii) ( ) ( ).11 −=− IntCl  

Definition 2.3[12]. A fuzzy set  in a fuzzy bitopological space 

( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy open set if ( ).2,1= iTi  The 

complement of pairwise fuzzy open set in ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise 

fuzzy closed set. 

Definition 2.4[6]. A fuzzy set  in a fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  

is called a pairwise fuzzy dense set if ( ) ( ) ,1
1221

== TTTT clclclcl  in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.5[6]. A fuzzy set  in a fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  

is called a pairwise fuzzy nowhere dense set if ( )
21

int TT cl  

( ) ,0int
12

== TT cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.6[8]. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the fuzzy bitopological space. A 
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fuzzy set  defined on X is called a pairwise fuzzy first category set if 

( ),1 ii = 
=  where ( )i ’s are pairwise fuzzy nowhere dense sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Any other fuzzy set in ( )21,, TTX  is said to be a pairwise fuzzy 

second category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.7[8]. If  is a pairwise fuzzy first category set in the fuzzy 

bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then the fuzzy set ( )−1  is called a pairwise 

fuzzy residual set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.8[12]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy G -set if ( ),1 ii = 
=  where 

( )i ’s are pairwise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.9[12]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy F -set if ( ),1 ii = 
=  where 

( )i ’s are pairwise fuzzy closed sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.10[2]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy regular open set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  if 

( ) ( ),intint
1221
== TTTT clcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  That is, ( )

ji TT clint  

( ji = ,  and ).2,1, =ji  

Definition 2.11[2]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy regular closed set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  

if ( ) ( ),intint
1221
== TTTT clcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  That is, ( )

ji TT clcl   

( ji = ,  and ).2,1, =ji  

Definition 2.12[14]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  if 

( ( )) ( jicl kTTk ji
= 

= int1  and )2,1, =ji  where ( )i ’s are fuzzy sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.13[14]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy regular F -set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  if 
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( ( )) ( jicl kTTk ji
= 

= int1  and )2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are fuzzy sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.14[12]. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological 

space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy somewhere dense set in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  if ( ( ) ( jicl
ji TT  0int  and ).2,1, =ji  That is,  is a pairwise 

fuzzy somewhere dense set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  if ( ) 0int
21

TT cl  and 

( ) ,0int
12

TT cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.15[9]. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is said to be a 

pairwise fuzzy strongly irresolvable space if ( ) ( )==
1221

int1int TTTT clcl  

for each pair wise fuzzy dense set  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.16[8]. A fuzzy bitopological ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise 

fuzzy Baire space if  ( ) ( ),2,1,0int 1 === ikkTi
 where ( )k ’s are pair wise 

fuzzy nowhere dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.17[8]. A fuzzy bitopological ( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise 

first category space if the fuzzy set X1  is a pairwise fuzzy first category set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  That is, ( ),1 kkX = 
=  where ( )k ’s are pairwise fuzzy nowhere 

dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Otherwise ( )21,, TTX  will be called a pairwise 

fuzzy second category space. 

Definition 2.18[12]. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called a 

pairwise fuzzy P-space if every non-zero pairwise fuzzy G -set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  

is a pairwise fuzzy open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  That is, if ( ),1 kk = 
=  where 

( )k ’s are pairwise fuzzy open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is a pairwise fuzzy 

open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.19[13]. A fuzzy set  in the fuzzy bitopological space 

( )21,, TTX  is called a pair wise fuzzy -nowhere dense set if  is a pair wise 

fuzzy F -set in ( )21,, TTX  such that ( ) ( ) ,0intintintint
1221

== TTTT  in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  
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Definition 2.20[16]. A fuzzy bitopological ( )21,, TTX  is called a pair 

wise fuzzy -Baire space if  ( ) ( ),2,1,0int 1 === ikkTi
 where ( )k ’s are 

pair wise fuzzy -nowhere dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.20[11]. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called a 

pairwise fuzzy D-Baire space if ( ( )) ( ( ))kkTTkkTT clcl = 
=


= 11 1221

intint  

,0=  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy nowhere dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 2.20[9]. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is said to be a 

pairwise fuzzy almost resolvable space, if ( ) ,11 == kk  where the fuzzy sets 

( )k ’s in ( )21,, TTX  are such that ( ) ( ).2,1,0int
2

== ikT  Otherwise 

( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy almost irresolvable space. 

Theorem 2.1[14]. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the fuzzy bitopological space. 

(a) If  is a pair wise fuzzy open set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then ( ) ( )2,1= icl
iT  is 

a pair wise fuzzy regular closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

(b) If  is a pair wise fuzzy closed set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

( ) ( )2,1int = i
iT  is a pair wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.2[14]. If  is a pairwise fuzzy regular G -set in the fuzzy 

bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  if and only if −1  is a pairwise fuzzy regular 

F -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.3[14]. Let ( )21,, TTX  is a fuzzy bitopological space. 

(1) If  is a pairwise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

( ),1 kk = 
=  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

(2) If  is a pairwise fuzzy regular F -set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

( ),1 kk = 
=  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  
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Theorem 2.4[10]. If ( ) 1
21

=TT clcl  and ( ) ,1
12

=TT clcl  for a fuzzy set  in 

the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then ( ) 1
1

=Tcl  

and ( ) 1
2

=Tcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.5[14]. If  is a pairwise fuzzy regular G -set in the fuzzy 

bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is a pair wise fuzzy G -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.6[14]. If  is a pairwise fuzzy regular F -set in the fuzzy 

bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is a pair wise fuzzy F -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.7[9]. If  is a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy G -set 

in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then −1  is a 

pairwise fuzzy first category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.8[8]. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise 

fuzzy Baire space, then ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise fuzzy second category space. 

Theorem 2.9[13]. If  is a pair wise fuzzy G -set such that 

( ) ( ),2,1,1 == icl
iT  in the fuzzy bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then −1  

is a pair wise fuzzy first category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.10[13]. In the fuzzy bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  the fuzzy 

set  is a pair wise fuzzy -nowhere dense set in ( )21,, TTX  if and only if 

( )−1  is a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.11[9]. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is the 

pairwise fuzzy second category space, then ( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy 

almost irresolvable space. 

Theorem 2.12[11]. If the pairwise fuzzy first category set , is a pairwise 

fuzzy closed set, in the pairwise fuzzy Baire space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

( ),,, 21 TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy D-Baire space. 

Theorem 2.13[15]. If  is a pair wise fuzzy somewhere dense set in the 
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fuzzy bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then ( ) ( jicl
ji TT − 11int  and 

),2,1, =ji  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Theorem 2.14[7]. If ( ) ( 2,1,,0intint == ji
ji TT  and )ji   where  is 

a pairwise fuzzy F -set in the pairwise fuzzy submaximal space ( ),,, 21 TTX  

then ( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy P-space. 

3. Pairwise Weak Fuzzy P-Spaces 

Definition 3.1. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called a pair 

wise weak fuzzy P-space if ( )kk =1  is a pair wise fuzzy regular open set in  

( ),,, 21 TTX  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

That is,  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
= 

=

= 11int  and ).2,1, =ji  

Example 3.1. Let  .,, cbaX =  Consider the fuzzy sets  ,,  and  

defined on X as follows 

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ,6.0,5.0,4.0 === cba   

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ,5.0,4.0,6.0 === cba   

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ,4.0,6.0,5.0 === cba   

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) .4.0,5.0,8.0 === cba  

Then, 

 ( ) = ,,,,,,,,,,01T  

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( ) ,,,,,   

    1,,   and  

 ( )    1,,,,,,,,,,,02 =T  

are fuzzy topologies on X. On computation, ( ) ,,,,   

( )  ( ) ,,,   are pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  
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Also, 

( )  ( )  ( ),intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

( )  ( )  ( ),intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

    ,intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

( )  ( )  ( ).intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

Thus ( )  ( )  ( ) ( )  ,,,  are pair wise fuzzy 

regular open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Also on computation one can find that  

( )  ( )  ( ) ( )  and ( )  is a pair 

wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Thus the fuzzy bitopological space 

( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy P-space. 

Proposition 3.1. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise 

weak fuzzy P-space if ( )kk =1  is a pair wise fuzzy regular closed set in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  be a pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space. Then,  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
= 

=

= 11int  and ),2,1, =ji  

where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Now,  ( )  ( ),int1 11 kkkkTT ji
cl =− 

=

=  in ( )21,, TTX  and this 

implies that (  ( ))  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
−=− 

=

= 11 11int  and ).2,1, =ji  

Then,  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
−=− 

=

= 11int 11  and ).2,1, =ji  Let 

.1 kk −=  Since ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in 

( ) ( )kTTX ,,, 21 ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Thus, one can find that  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
= 

=

= 11int  and 

),2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  and this implies that ( )kk =1  is a pair wise fuzzy regular 
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closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Conversely, suppose that ( )kk =1  is a pair wise fuzzy regular closed set 

in ( ),,, 21 TTX  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Then,  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
= 

=

= 11int  and ).2,1, =ji  

This implies that  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
−=− 

=

= 11 1int1  and 

)2,1, =ji  and then,   ( )  ( ),11int 11 kkkkTT ji
cl −=− 

=

=  in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  By the Lemma 2.1,  ( ) ( ),11int 11 kkkkTT ji
cl −=− 

=

=  in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Let .1 kk −=  Since ( )k ’s  are pair wise fuzzy regular closed 

sets in ( ) ( )kTTX ,,, 21 ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Thus, one can find that  ( )  ( )( jicl kkkkTT ji
= 

=

= 11int  and 

),2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX   

Hence the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy 

P-space. 

Proposition 3.2. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is a pairwise 

weak fuzzy P-space, then  ( )  ( ) ( )2,1,11 == 
=


= iclcl kTkkkT ii

 where the 

fuzzy sets ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let ( )k ’s be pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, by 

the Theorem 2.1,  ( ) ( )2,1, = icl kTi
 are pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets 

in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise weak fuzzy P-space, by the 

Proposition 3.1,  ( )kTk i
cl =1  is a pair wise fuzzy regular closed set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Then,  ( ( )) ( ( )) ( jiclclcl kTkkTkTT iiji
= 

=

= 11int  and 

),2,1, =ji  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Now  ( ( ))kTkTT iji
clcl =1int  

 ( ( )) ( ( ))kTkkTkTT iiji
clclcl = 

=

= 11int  and then  (( ))kkTT ji

cl =1int  

( ( )).1 kTk i
cl  

=  Since ( )k ’s are pairwise fuzzy open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  
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  ( )2,1int == ikkTi
 and  ( )  ( ) ( )kkkTkkkT ii

= 
=


=


= 111 intint  

and then ( )  ( ).int 11 kkTkk i
 

=

=  But  ( )  ( ).int 11 kkTkk i

 
=


=  

This implies that,  ( ) ( ).int 11 kkkkTi
= 

=

=  Thus,  ( )kkTT ji

cl =1int  

 ( )kkTi
cl = 

=1  and  ( ) ( ( )).11 kTkkkT ii
clcl  

=

=  But ( ( ))kTk i

cl =1  

 ( ).1 kkTi
cl  

=  

Hence in the pairwise weak fuzzy P-space ( )  ( )kkTi
clTTX =121 ,,,  

( ( )),1 kTk i
cl = 

=  where ( )k ’k are pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.3. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is the 

pairwise weak fuzzy P-space, then  ( )  ( ),intint 11 kTkkkT ii
= 

=

=  

( )2,1=i  where the fuzzy sets ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy closed sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let ( )k ’s be the pair wise fuzzy closed sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Then,  k−1 ’s are pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 3.2, 

 ( )  ( ) ( ).2,1,11 11 =−=− 
=


= iclcl kTkkkT ii

 This implies that 

 ( )  ( )kTkkkT ii
clcl −=− 

=

= 11 11  and then  ( )kkTi

− 
=1int1  

( ( )).int1 1 kTk i
−= 

=  Hence  ( ) ( ) ( )2,1,intint 11 == 
=


= ikTkkkT ii

  

where the fuzzy sets ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy closed sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.4. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is a pair 

wise fuzzy P-space, then ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy P-space. 

Proof. Let ( )k ’s ( 1=k  to ) be pair wise fuzzy regular closed sets in 

the fuzzy bitopological space ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since the pair wise fuzzy regular 

closed sets in ( )21,, TTX  are pair wise fuzzy closed sets, ( )k ’s ( 1=k  to )  

are pair wise fuzzy closed sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Let ( ).1 kk = 
=  Then,  is a 
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pairwise fuzzy F -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is a pairwise fuzzy P-

space, by Theorem 3.1,  is a pairwise fuzzy closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, 

( ) ( )2,1== icl
iT  and then ( ( )) ( ).11 kkkkTi

cl == 
=


=  Now 

 ( )  ( ) ( ) ( ).2,1,int 111 == 
=


=


= iclcl kkkkTkkTT iji

 implies that 

 ( ) ( )kkkkTT ji
cl  

=

= 11int  (1). Since ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular 

closed sets in ( ) ( ) ( jiclTTX kkTT ji
= ,int,,, 21  and ).2,1, =ji  This 

implies that ( ( )) ( )kkkkTTk ji
cl = 

=

=


= 111 int  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Now 

( ) ( )  )( ,intint 111 kkTTkTTkkk jiii
clcl = 

=

=


=  implies that 

( )  ( )kkTTkk ii
cl  

=

= 11 int  (2). From (1) and (2), one will have that 

 )(  )( ,int 11 kkkkTT ii
cl = 

=

=  where )( k ’s ( 1=k  to ) are pair wise fuzzy 

regular closed sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Hence, by the Proposition 3.1, ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy        

P-space. 

Remark. The converse of the above proposition need not be true. That is, 

pair wise weak fuzzy P-spaces need not be pair wise fuzzy P-spaces. For 

consider the following example. 

Example 3.2. Let  .,, cbaX =  Consider the fuzzy sets  ,,,  and  

defined on X as follows:  

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ,5.0,4.0,6.0 === cba   

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ,6.0,7.0,4.0 === cba  

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) ,7.0,3.0,5.0 === cba   

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) .7.0,2.0,5.0 === cba   

 1,0: → X  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( ) .6.0,4.0,5.0 === cba   

Then,  ( ) = ,,,,,,,,,,01T  

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( ) ,,,,,   
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    1,,   and  

 ( ) = ,,,,,,,,,,02T  

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( ) ,,,,,   

    1,,   

are fuzzy topologies on X. On computation, ,,,,,,   

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( )   ,,,,,,   

( )  ( )  ( )  ( )  ( ) ,,,,,,,   

 ,  are pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Also,     ,intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

( )  ( )  ( ),intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

( )  ( )  ( ).intint
1221

== TTTT clcl  

Thus ( )  ( )  ,,  are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Also on computation ( )  ( )   

( ) =  and ( )   is the pair wise fuzzy regular open set in 

( )21,, TTX  implies that the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise weak fuzzy P-space. Now ( )  ( )  ( ) ,=  

implies that  is the pair wise fuzzy G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  But  is not the 

pairwise fuzzy open set in ( )21,, TTX  and hence ( )21,, TTX  is not the pair 

wise fuzzy P-space. 

Proposition 3.5. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in the 

pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy regular 

open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space and  is the 

pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, ( ( ))kTTk ji
cl = 

= int1  

( ji   and )2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are fuzzy sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since 

( ) ( )2,1= jcl kTj
 is the fuzzy closed set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  by the Theorem 2.1, 
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(  ( ))kTT ji
cl int ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Let  ( ).int kTTk ji
cl =  Then ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets 

in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then ( ),1 kk = 
=  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular 

open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is a pairwise weak fuzzy P-space, 

 is the pair wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.6. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in the 

pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy regular 

closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, 

by the Theorem 2.2, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 

3.5, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy regular open set ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then,  is the 

pair wise fuzzy regular closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.7. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the fuzzy bitopological space. Then, 

( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy P-space if and only if each pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -set in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy regular open set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space and  is a 

pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, by the Proposition 3.5,  

is the pair wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Conversely suppose that each pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in 

( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Let  be a 

pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, by the Theorem 2.4, 

( ),1 kk = 
=  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular open sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

By the hypothesis,  is a pair wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  
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That is, ( ) ( jicl
ji TT =int  and ).2,1, =ji  This implies that, 

( ( )) ( ),int 11 kkkkTT ji
cl = 

=

=  where ( )k ’s are pair wise fuzzy regular 

open sets in ( )21,, TTX  and hence ( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy P-

space. 

Proposition 3.8. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the fuzzy bitopological space. Then, 

( )21,, TTX  is a pair wise weak fuzzy P-space if and only if each pair wise 

fuzzy regular F -set in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy regular closed set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. The proof follows from the Proposition 3.6 and the Theorem 2.2.  

Proposition 3.9. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in the 

pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy 

somewhere dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, the pair 

wise fuzzy regular G -set  in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy regular open 

set in ( )21,, TTX  and then ( ) ( ),intint
1221
== TTTT clcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

This implies that ( ) 0int
21

TT cl  and ( ) ,0int
21

TT cl  in ( )21,, TTX  and 

hence  is the pairwise fuzzy somewhere dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 3.2. A fuzzy set  defined on X in the fuzzy bitopological space 

( )21,, TTX  is called a pairwise fuzzy cs dense set in ( ),,, 21 TTX  if −1  is 

the pair wise fuzzy somewhere dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.10. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in 

the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy cs 

dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, by the Theorem 2.2, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy regular 

G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, 
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by the Proposition 3.8, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy somewhere dense set in 

( )21,, TTX  and hence  is the pair wise fuzzy cs dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.11. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in 

the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy 

regular open and pair wise fuzzy G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the 

Proposition 3.6, the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set  in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  By the Theorem 2.5, the pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -set  in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy G -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Hence  is the pair wise fuzzy regular open and pair wise fuzzy G -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.12. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in 

the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy 

regular closed and pair wise fuzzy F -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the 

Proposition 3.6, the pair wise fuzzy regular F -set  in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise fuzzy regular closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  By the Theorem 2.6, the pair 

wise fuzzy regular F -set  in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy F -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Hence  is the pair wise fuzzy regular closed and pair wise fuzzy F -set 

in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.13. If the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set  is the pair wise 

fuzzy dense set in the fuzzy bitopological space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

( ( )) ( jicl kTTk ji
= 

= int1  and ),2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are fuzzy the pair 
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wise dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in the fuzzy 

bitopological space ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, ( ( )) ( jicl kTTk ji
= 

= int1  and 

)2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are fuzzy sets defined on X in ( ).,, 21 TTX  By the 

hypothesis,  is the pairwise fuzzy dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, 

( ) ( jiclcl
ji TT = ,1  and )2,1, =ji  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  This implies that 

( ( ( ))) .1int1 == kTTkTT jiji
clclcl  But ( ( ( )))kTTkTT jiji

clclcl = int1   

( ( ( )))kTTTTk jiji
clclcl  

= int1  and then ( ( )) 1int1 == kTTTTk jiji
clclcl  and 

then ( ( )) ,1int =kTTTT jiji
clclcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Now ( ( ))kTTTT jiji

clclcl int  

( ( )) ( ),kTTkTTT jijji
clcllclcl =  and this implies that (( )) .1=kTT ji

clcl  

Hence ( )k ’s are the fuzzy pair wise dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Thus, 

( ( )) ( jicl kTTk ji
= 

= int1  and ),2,1, =ji  where ( )k ’s are fuzzy the pair 

wise dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.14. If  is the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy 

regular G -set in the fuzzy pairwise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

( )−1  is the pair wise fuzzy -nowhere dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy regular G -

set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by 

the Proposition 2.5, the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set  is the pair wise 

fuzzy G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Thus  is the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise 

fuzzy G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, by the Theorem 2.10, −1  is the pair wise 

fuzzy -nowhere dense set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.15. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in 

the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy 

open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 3.5,  is 
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the pair wise fuzzy regular open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since the pair wise fuzzy 

regular open set is the pair wise fuzzy open set in fuzzy bitopological spaces, 

 is the pair wise fuzzy open set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 3.16. If  is the non-zero pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in 

the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ) ( ) ( jclTTX
ji TT − 111int,,, 21  and 

),2,1, =ji  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. The proof follows from the Proposition 3.9, and the Theorem 2.13. 

4. Pairwise Weak Fuzzy P-Spaces and Other Fuzzy Topological 

Spaces 

Proposition 4.1. If the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( )21,, TTX  is the 

pair wise fuzzy hyper connected space and pair wise fuzzy strongly 

irresolvable space and ( )k ’s are the pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  

then  ( ) 11 == kkTi
cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let ( )k ’s  be the pair wise fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 3.2, 

 ( )  ( ),11 kTkkkT ii
clcl = 

=

=  where the fuzzy sets ( )k ’s are pair wise 

fuzzy open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  By the hypothesis, ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise 

fuzzy hyper connected space, and then the pair wise fuzzy open sets ( )k ’s in 

( )21,, TTX  are pair wise fuzzy dense sets in ( )21,, TTX  and 

( ) ( ) ,1
1221

== kTTkTT clclclcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable space, by the Theorem 2.4, ( ) 1
1

=kTcl  and 

( ) ,1
2

=kTcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  That is, ( ) ,1=kTi
cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Thus, 

 ( )  ( ) ( ) 11111 === 
=


=


= kkTkkkT ii

clcl  and hence  ( ) 11 == kkTi
cl  in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 4.2. If  is a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy 

regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then −1  is a pair wise fuzzy first category set in 
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( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be a pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Theorem 2.5, the pair 

wise fuzzy regular G -set  in ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy G -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Thus  is a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy G -set in the pair 

wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak fuzzy P-space 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, by the Theorem 2.7, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy first 

category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 4.3. If  is a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy 

regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then  is the pair wise fuzzy residual set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy regular  

G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy strongly 

irresolvable and pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 4.2, −1  is 

a pair wise fuzzy first category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then,  −− 11  is the 

pairwise fuzzy residual set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Hence  is the pair wise fuzzy 

residual set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

The following Propositions give the conditions for the pairwise fuzzy 

strongly irresolvable and pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces to become pairwise 

fuzzy Baire spaces.  

Proposition 4.4. If ( ) ( ),2,101int ==− i
iT  where  is the pair wise 

fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly 

irresolvable and pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then the fuzzy 

bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy Baire space. 

Proof. Suppose that  is the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy 

regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy 

strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 
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4.2, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy first category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Then, 

( ),1 1 kk =− 
=  where ( )k ’s are pairwise fuzzy nowhere dense sets in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  From the hypothesis, ( ) ( ).2,101int ==− i
iT  Thus, 

( ( )) ( ),2,10int 1 === ikkTi
 where ( )k ’s are pairwise fuzzy nowhere dense 

sets in ( )21,, TTX  implies that ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy Baire 

space. 

Proposition 4.5. If there exists a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise 

weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  

is the pairwise fuzzy Baire space. 

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy regular  

G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy strongly 

irresolvable space, for the pairwise dense set , by the Theorem 2.4, 

( ) ( ).2,11 == icl
iT  This implies that ( ) ( ).2,101int ==− i

iT  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space, ( ) ( )2,101int ==− i
iT  implies, by the Proposition 4.4, that 

( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy Baire space.  

The following proposition give the conditions for the pairwise fuzzy 

strongly irresolvable and pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces to become pairwise 

fuzzy second category spaces and pairwise fuzzy almost irresolvable spaces. 

Proposition 4.6. If there exists a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise 

weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  

is the pairwise fuzzy second category space. 

Proof. Let  be the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy regular  

G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy strongly 

irresolvable space, for the pairwise dense set , by the Theorem 2.4, 

( ) ( ).2,11 == icl
iT  This implies that ( ) ( ).2,101int ==− i

iT  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak 
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fuzzy P-space, ( ) ( )2,101int ==− i
iT  implies, by the Proposition 4.4, that 

( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy Baire space. Then, by the Theorem 2.8, 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy second category space. 

Proposition 4.7. If there exists a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise 

weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  

is the pairwise fuzzy almost irresolvable space. 

Proof. The proof follows from the Proposition 4.6 and the Theorem 2.11. 

The following propositions give the conditions for the pairwise weak fuzzy 

P-spaces to become pairwise fuzzy -Baire spaces and pairwise fuzzy D-Baire 

spaces. 

Proposition 4.8. If ( ( )) ( ),2,111 === icl kkTi
 where ( )k ’s  ( 1=k  to 

) are pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy regular G -sets in the fuzzy 

pair wise weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise 

fuzzy -Baire space. 

Proof. Let ( )k ’s ( 1=k  to ) be the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Now  ( ) ( ),2,1,11 === icl kkTi
 

implies that  ( ) .01 1 =− 
= kkTi

cl  Then, (  ( )) .01int 1 =− 
= kkTi

 This 

implies that  ( ) .01int 1 =−= kkTi
 Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 3.14, for the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair 

wise fuzzy regular G -sets ( )k ’s in ( ) ( )kTTX −1,, 21 ’s are the pair wise 

fuzzy -nowhere dense sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Thus,  ( ) ,01int 1 =−= kkTi
 

where ( )k−1 ’s are the pair wise fuzzy -nowhere dense sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  

implies that ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy -Baire space. 

Proposition 4.9. If there exists a pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise 

fuzzy regular G -set in the pair wise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and pair wise 

weak fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  then the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  

is the pairwise fuzzy D-Baire space. 
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Proof. Suppose that  is the pair wise fuzzy dense and pair wise fuzzy 

regular G -set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy 

strongly irresolvable and pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 

4.2, −1  is the pair wise fuzzy first category set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  By the 

Proposition 3.15, the pair wise fuzzy regular G -set  in the pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space ( ),,, 21 TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy open set in ( )21,, TTX  and 

then −1  is the pair wise fuzzy closed set in ( ).,, 21 TTX  By the Proposition 

4.5, ( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy Baire space. Since the pairwise fuzzy 

first category set −1  is the pair wise fuzzy closed set in the pairwise fuzzy 

Baire space ( ),,, 21 TTX  by the Theorem 2.12, ( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise 

fuzzy D-Baire space. 

Proposition 4.10. If ( ) ( 2,1,,0intint == ji
ji TT  and )ji   where  is 

a pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in the pairwise fuzzy submaximal then 

( )21,, TTX  is the pairwise fuzzy P-space. 

Proof. Suppose that  is the pair wise fuzzy regular F -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  By the Theorem 2.6,  is the pair wise fuzzy F -set in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  Thus, ( ) ( 2,1,,0intint == ji
ji TT  and )ji   where  is the 

pair wise fuzzy F -set in the pairwise fuzzy submaximal space ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Then, by the Theorem 2.14, ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy P-space. 

5. Pairwise Fuzzy Regular Lindelof Spaces, Pairwise Fuzzy Weakly 

Lindelof Spaces and Pairwise Fuzzy Weak P-Spaces 

Definition 5.1. A collection   :  of pairwise fuzzy regular open 

sets of the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is said to be pairwise fuzzy 

regular cover of X if   .1=  a   

Definition 5.2. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called the 

pairwise fuzzy weakly regular Lindelof space if for each cover   :  of 

X by pairwise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  there exists a countable 

subset    Nnn :  such that    ( )2,1,1 == 


icl
ni Nn

T  in 
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( ).,, 21 TTX  

That is, if   ,1=  a  where ( ) ’s are pairwise regular open sets in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  then there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

   ( )2,1,1 ==  icl
ni NnT  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 5.3. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called the 

pairwise fuzzy almost regular Lindelof space if is each cover   :  of X 

by pairwise fuzzy regular open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  there exists a countable 

subset    Nnn :  such that (  ) ( )2,1,1 == 


icl
niT

Nn
 in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

That is, if   ,1=  a  where ( ) ’s are pairwise regular open sets in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  then there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

(  ) ( )2,1,1 ==  icl
niTNn  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 5.4. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called the 

pairwise fuzzy nearly Lindelof space if for each cover   :  of X by 

pairwise fuzzy open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  there exists a countable subset 

   Nnn :  such that    ( 2,1,,1int == 


jicl
nji TT

Nn
 and )ji   in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  That is, if   ,1=  a  where ( ) ’s are pairwise open sets in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  then there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

  ( 2,1,,1 ==  jiclcl
nji TTNn  and )ji   in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 5.5. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called the 

pairwise fuzzy almost Lindelof space if for each cover   :  of X by 

pairwise fuzzy open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  there exists a countable subset 

   Nnn :  such that    ( )2,1,1 == 


icl
niT

Nn
 in ( ).,, 21 TTX  That 

is, if   ,1=  a  where ( ) ’s are pairwise open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

  ( )2,1,1 ==  icl
niTNn  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Definition 5.6. A fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is called the 
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pairwise fuzzy weakly Lindelof space if for each cover   :  of X by 

pairwise fuzzy open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  there exists a countable subset 

   Nnn :  such that    ( )2,1,1 == 


icl
ni Nn

T  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  That 

is, if   ,1=  a  where ( ) ’s are pairwise open sets in ( ),,, 21 TTX  then 

there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

   ( )2,1,1 == 


icl
ni Nn

T  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Proposition 5.1. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise weak fuzzy P-space, then ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy weakly 

regular Lindelof space if and only if ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy almost 

regular Lindelof space. 

Proof. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the pair wise fuzzy weakly regular Lindelof 

space. 

Then, for the cover   :  of X by pairwise fuzzy regular open sets, 

there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

   ,1=  ni NnTcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since the pair wise fuzzy regular open 

sets are pair wise fuzzy open sets in fuzzy bitopological spaces, ( ) ’s are 

pairwise open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 

3.2,  ( )  ( ) ( ),2,1,11 == 
=


= iclcl kTkkkT ii

 in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Hence, for the 

cover   :  of X by pairwise fuzzy regular open sets, there exists a 

countable subset    Nnn :  such that (  ) ,1=  niTNn cl   in 

( ).,, 21 TTX  

Hence ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy 

almost regular Lindelof space. 

Conversely, suppose that ( )21,, TTX  be the pair wise fuzzy almost 

regular Lindelof space. Then, for the cover   :  of X by pairwise 

fuzzy regular open sets, there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  
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such that   ,1= 
 niT

Nn
cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since the pair wise fuzzy regular 

open sets are pair wise fuzzy open sets in fuzzy bitopological spaces, ( ) ’s 

are pairwise open sets in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak 

fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 3.2,    ,11 nini TkkT clcl 

=


= =  

( ),2,1=i  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Hence, for the cover   :  of X by pairwise 

fuzzy regular open sets, there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  

such that    ,1= 
 ni Nn

Tcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Hence ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise fuzzy weakly regular Lindelof space. 

Proposition 5.2. If the fuzzy bitopological space ( )21,, TTX  is the pair 

wise weak fuzzy P-space, and pair wise fuzzy nearly Lindelof space, then 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy weakly Lindelof space. 

Proof. Let ( )21,, TTX  be the pair wise fuzzy nearly Lindelof space. 

Then, for the cover   :  of X by pairwise fuzzy open sets in 

( ),,, 21 TTX  there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  such that 

   ( 2,1,,1 == 


jiclcl
nji TT

Nn
 and )ji   in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Now 

   ,int
njnji TTT clcl    implies that    

njnji T
Nn

TT
Nn

clclcl 





  and 

then  .1
njT

Nn
cl 


  Thus,   ,1=  njTNn cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Since 

( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, by the Proposition 3.2, 

 ( )  ( ) ( ),2,1,11 == 
=


= iclcl kTkkkT ii

 in ( )21,, TTX  and hence 

 ( ) ,11 == kkTi
cl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  Hence, for the cover   :  of X by 

pairwise fuzzy open sets, there exists a countable subset    Nnn :  

such that  ( ) ,1= 
 ni Nn

Tcl  in ( ).,, 21 TTX  

Hence ( )21,, TTX  is the pair wise fuzzy weakly Lindelof space. 

Conclusions 

In this paper the notions of pairwise fuzzy regular G -sets and pair wise 
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fuzzy regular F -sets are introduced and by means of pairwise fuzzy regular 

G -sets, the notion of pair wise weak fuzzy P-spaces, is introduced and 

studied. Several characterizations of pair wise weak fuzzy P-spaces, are 

obtained. It is shown that pairwise fuzzy P-spaces are pair wise weak fuzzy  

P-spaces. The conditions for the pairwise fuzzy strongly irresolvable and 

pairwise weak fuzzy P-spaces to become pair wise fuzzy Baire spaces, pair 

wise fuzzy second category spaces and pair wise fuzzy almost irresolvable 

spaces, are established. It is also established that pair wise fuzzy regular    

G -sets in pair wise weak fuzzy P-spaces are pair wise fuzzy somewhere 

dense sets and the pair wise fuzzy regular F -are pair wise fuzzy cs dense 

sets. The conditions for the pair wise weak fuzzy P-spaces to become pair 

wise fuzzy -Baire spaces and pairwise fuzzy D-Baire spaces, are also 

obtained in this paper. It is established that if the fuzzy bitopological space is 

the pair wise weak fuzzy P-space, then the pair wise fuzzy weakly regular 

Lindelof ness of the bitopological space implies the pair wise fuzzy almost 

regular Lindelofness of the bitopological space and vice-versa and the pair 

wise fuzzy nearly Lindelof spaces are the pair wise fuzzy weakly Lindelof 

spaces. 
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